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Abstract

Abrasive water-jet manufacturing process can shape a lot of materials ranging from metals to glasses. It has a lot of advantages, as its low

cutting forces, but remains quite difficult to control. Indeed, the process is leaded by the abrasive particle trajectories which depends on the

water static pressure and many other parameters. The impact pressure on the work-piece is commonly modeled by a two Gaussian fit sum which

are representative of the particles velocity distribution and the granulometry respectively. Today no studies based on discrete elements take into

account the mixing chamber and the focal canon which are the two main steps of the abrasive water-jet tool constitution. In this preliminary

work we propose to model the flow through the focal canon until the target impact by an original numeric granular approach. The Non-Smooth

Contact Dynamics is an efficient method on a large range of simulation domains. In our case, we consider the water phase and the abrasive phase

as two collections of distinct polydisperse elements. The masses are corrected and the contact interaction laws are adjusted to account for an

equivalent fluid which similar mechanical properties. These two phases are mixed in a chamber and focalised through the canon, knowing water

static pressure and abrasive mass rate. After the canon end the abrasive water-jet evolves in air and thus decelerates by friction. The tool-fluid

adapts its geometric configuration from this kinetic energy decrease and impacts a target plane located at a known distance from the canon. Such

a model is built on some classic process parameters as the water static pressure, the abrasive mass rate or the work-piece vs. canon distance, but

it also naturally takes into account finer mechanical parameters as the abrasive granulometry or friction dissipation. Simulations gives interesting

results of impact pressure distribution on the target work- piece with dynamic data of all the collection particles. More generally, this work final

aim is to link elemental particle damage studies with a macroscopic wear prediction law.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Industrial context: the AWJ non-through machining

Abrasive water-jet manufacturing process, also known as

AWJ process, is used to achieved cutting of various materi-

als by means of a high-pressure water-jet mixed with abrasive

grains [1]. The water-jet flows from a pump to a cutting head

where abrasive grains can be added in a mixing chamber be-

fore the AWJ is expelled through the focal canon, cf. Fig. 1. If

AWJ can cut samples with a thickness of several tens of mil-

limeters, it can also and paradoxically, achieve pocket milling

by defining appropriate machining parameters that would al-

low the material not to be pierced through. One of the advan-

tages of waterjet machining, the lack of thermal distortion on

the work-piece, as well as the machining versatility of this pro-

cess has lead to investigate the industrial feasibility of metallic

work-pieces AWJ milling [2,3]. The manufacturing strategy as

well as the cutting head speed are obviously key parameters

to achieve pocketing [4] but many other parameters, as dec-

lination angle [5], abrasive mass flow rate, pressure, feeding

direction, also influence the quality of the surface finish, espe-

cially studied for alluminium cutting [6]. AWJ is also widely

used for brittle materials [7] cutting however AWJ pocketing of

glass has not yet been achieved industrially. Brittleness of glass

brings challenging issues when material removal process is in-

volved, e.g. grinding [8]. Smooth surface finish, in particular,

is hard to obtained since material removal would induce surface

damages as well as sub-surface damages. Being able to shape

a glass work-piece with the versatility of a 5-axis cutter would

bring innovative prospects for glass industry. The evolution of

the roughness and waviness according to transverse speed have

been studied in [9]. When traverse speed increases, material

volumes of peaks and core roughness as well as void volumes of

valleys and core roughness tend to decrease. Interestingly, the

decrease of these four parameters is very similar, and the ratio

between material and void stays roughly the same. Overall this

shows that the surface waviness amplitude decreases with trans-

verse speed while keeping its “craters and mounts” aspect. It is
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the AWJ process.

characterized by several damage scales. At roughness scale,

cracks, peaks and core roughness tend to increase in the same

proportions when transverse speed increases. At waviness scale

the increase of transverse speed limits the material removal and

therefore the amplitude of the waviness. The material and void

volume ratio remains the same despite the waviness amplitude

decrease. This preliminary study of AWJ pocketing of glass

has enlightened two damage scales. The roughness scale in-

volved by elementary abrasive impact and the waviness scale

involved by the complex trajectory of the AWJ tool-fluid on

the work-piece wear surface. In both cases, the knowledge of

the AWJ tool-fluid constitution and kinetic distribution is a nec-

essary preliminary condition before predicting and optimizing

the glass surface finish of such a process. Several finite ele-

ments models propose to analyze the impact of water [10] or

a single abrasive particle [11] or a little collection of abrasive

particles [12,13] on specific materials, as PMMA, steel and ti-

tanium alloys respectively. Unfortunately, the finite element

approach limits the number of modeled abrasive particles [14].

A contrario, the multiphasic fluid approach [15,16] gives in-

teresting results about the tool-fluid distributions, but does not

give the local impact mechanisms. In this study, a discrete el-

ements method is applied to model the AWJ. This approach,

built on contact mechanics, is used to simulate the behaviour of

the tool-fluid through the focal canon to the work-piece. It is

well known that the AWJ velocity field decreases and evolves

after the canon expel. The proposed model has to take into ac-

count this dissipation phenomena. In the framework of AWJ

non-through machining, the material removal depth are often

related to the pressure distribution on the free surface of the tar-

get piece [17]. Such a model allows to link the energetic and

pressure distributions.

2. A Non Smooth Contact Dynamics model applied to AWJ

2.1. The discrete model introduction

Simulation methods of fluid vs. particles interaction prob-

lems have been proposed in [18,19]. Nevertheless, the first

method is computational costly and both of them are very little

adapted to determine the entire contact network of large multi-

contact problems, cf. Fig. 2. In this study background we pro-

pose to use the non smooth contact dynamics theory a.k.a nscd

Particle displacements

Contact detection

Contact reactioncomputation

Fig. 2. Algorithm pattern of a single iteration of discrete element method.

[20,21]. This method is able to solve multi-contact problems

with the expression of dynamics equations in the α-contact lo-

cal frame. Such transformations are achieved by the Hα opera-

tor and HT
α operator which transport velocities and forces from

the particle frame to the α-contact frame and vice versa. For

an integration time step i + 1 a linear relation is found between

the relative velocity vαi+1
and the average impulsion pαi+1

on the

interval [ti, ti+1]. This one is associated with an interaction law

such as,

{
vαi+1
−Wααpαi+1

= vα
free,i +

∑
β�αWαβpβi+1

Law[vαi+1
, pαi+1

] = true .
(1)

External forces Fext and dynamics effects are taken into account

by the relative velocity free of contacts vα
free,i and the Delassus

operator Wαβ = HT
αM−1Hβ which appears naturally with M the

mass matrix. Several types of interaction law can be used be-

tween two contactors. The most used interaction law for granu-

lar materials is a Signorini contact condition on the normal di-

rection 0 ≤ vn,i+1 ⊥ pn,i+1 ≥ 0 associated with a Coulomb fric-

tion law on the tangential direction. The multi-contact problem

is solved implicitly by a Gauss-Seidel loop which goes through

contacts, and stops when energetic and interpenetration criteria

are satisfied.

2.2. The AWJ simulation

The discrete elements simulation of the AWJ process is carried

out by the following steps:

• Definition of a quasi-dense granular sample with a con-

troled granulometry similar to the abrasive particles one.

The construction method used is based on geometric de-

posit of spherical particles [22].

• Deposit simulation under gravity of the granular sample

inside the canon cylinder container limited by an horizon-

tal plane. The final sample has a known volume.

• Random selection of abrasive particles to reach the tar-

geted ratio of abrasive particle. The other particles are

seen as water and their density is computed to offset the

empty volume between beads. We notice that the granu-

lometry of the selected abrasive particles is checked as the

same as the initial one.
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celerates its erosion. The sample has been generated in a dense

configuration, so every particle deviatoric movement is trans-

mitted to its neighborhood. The energy dissipation thus mod-

ifies the distribution of all the sample which tend to gradually

enlarge its diameter as the mass conservation principle should

predict it.

2.3. First validation by pressure distribution

Once the simulation data are recorded, elementary contact reac-

tions are easy to distinguish and to extract. However, the highly

dynamic nature of the process causes a lot of noise. The mean

reaction on all or part of the target plane area, as F for example,

are averaged in a stabilized time range. The reactions are split

into several concentric rings to catch the radial dependencies of

the tool-fluid pressure, cf. Fig. 4 & 5. Let us recall that the

three main models of AWJ erosion, Finnie [24], Bitter [25] and

Hashish [26,27], all consider that wear power of an AWJ, nor-

mal to the target plane, is directly linked to the square of impact

velocity which is proportional to the pressure. The shape of this

pressure is often seen as a double Gaussian fit with respect to

radius r, relative to the granulometry, the velocity field distri-

bution and the abrasive distribution respectively [16]. In our

case, the initial velocity is homogeneous, so the different ring

pressures are fitted with a simple Gaussian P(r) as described in

equation 4.

P(r) =
F
πr2

G︸︷︷︸
Pmax

e
−
(

r
rG

)2
with

∫∫
∞

P(r)dS = F (4)

This fit depends only on the influence radius rG, which is seen

as the standard deviation, and is forced to give the global re-

action F extracted from the simulations. Thus, the amplitude

Pmax is computed a posteriori. The Fig. 6 shows an example of

the proposed post-treatment applied to a pure water-jet directly

thrown to the target plane, i.e. h = 0.

t (μs)

p (MPa)

r (mm)

[4;10]

[0;150]

[0;1.8]

Fig. 5. Evolution of a pure water-jet pressure split on several concentric rings,

according to time. This simulation does not take into account air dissipation

phenomenon.

The ring pressures have to be considered carefully because of

the granular nature of this model. It is well known that granular

media react with particular contact network which form some

arches. In this study, this involves a model artifact with a weak

contact network in the center of the granular flow. For rings

wide enough, this artifact does not appear but the consequence

is that only too few ring pressures are representative. We chose

to reduce the ring width and to exclude the first ring pressure

from the Gaussian fit as illustrated in Fig. 6 by the red dot.
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Fig. 6. Simulation values & Gaussian fit of a pure water-jet pressure split on

several concentric rings, without air dissipation phenomenon.

3. Numerical simulation design & its representative results

In this study, the numerical granular model assumes an ho-

mogeneous field of velocity inside the focal canon, which is

obviously non realistic. However, its interest is to investigate

the energetic conditions applied to the work-piece according to

the initial conditions and process parameters. We thus focus

our comparisons on two specific parameters: the canon/work-

piece height h which is representative of the dissipation and

diffusion phenomena, and volume ratio of abrasive particles

Cvab which is representative of the impact energy and the wear

power. The numerical design is defined by (h,Cvab) and simu-

lates the two distinct evolution of the tool-fluid: without abra-

sive particles and h ∈ {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} mm, and with

Cvab ∈ {1, 1.5, ..., 5} % and h = 10 mm. The share test is ob-

tained with the point (10 mm, 0 %). For each point a numeri-
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the AWJ reaction according to process parameters:

canon/work-piece height h and volumic ratio of abrasive particles. Data from

granular simulations are compared to the predictive model.
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h [mm] Cvab [%] Correlation [%] Pmax [MPa] rG [mm] F [N]

0 0 99.86 48.27 0.558 47.16

3 0 99.93 45.91 0.578 48.17

4 0 99.69 40.78 0.599 46.01

5 0 99.68 42.38 0.614 50.21

6 0 99.93 40.06 0.605 46.06

7 0 98.86 34.85 0.644 45.44

8 0 99.94 44.27 0.571 45.38

9 0 99.92 40.74 0.591 44.66

10 0 99.82 35.79 0.637 45.61

10 1 99.87 43.34 0.591 47.5

10 1.5 99.74 36.09 0.631 45.14

10 2 99.72 43.29 0.605 49.76

10 2.5 99.77 40 0.622 48.63

10 3 99.3 41.58 0.619 50.03

10 3.5 98.55 40.46 0.649 53.48

10 4 99.93 46.78 0.593 51.74

10 4.5 99.88 46.89 0.606 54.14

10 5 99.95 47.1 0.6 53.2

Table 1. Gaussian fit parameters: maximum pressure Pmax, influence radius rG
and average reaction F with respect to both simulation parameters canon/work-

piece height h and volumic ratio of abrasive particles Cvab.

cal simulation is carried out, a stabilized field of contact reac-

tion is selected and the post-treatment described in the Sec. 2

is applied. The Gaussian fit parameters are extracted and com-

plied in the Tab. 1. We notice that for all the simulation made,

the minimum of correlation coefficient is 98.55 % which tends

to prove the good fit of pressure by a simple Gaussian. Espe-

cially the pure water jet simulations, which give good agree-

ment with the fit, show that without a random distribution of

abrasive masses nor a velocity gradient in the focal canon, the

pressure profile is still Gaussian thanks to the flow nature of

the tool. This qualitative validation is a first step in building

the discrete model of AWJ. Future simulations of the mixing

mechanisms would allow to compare the numerical pressure

distribution with experiments.

Moreover the reaction on the target plan globally decreases with

the canon/work-piece height and globally increases with the

volume ratio of abrasive particles. These tendencies are plot-

ted in Fig. 7. The F(h,Cvab) predictive model used is based

with the simple breaking model described in equation 3 and ap-

plied to the entire normal section of the AWJ in one hand, and

the equivalent specific mass of the tool-fluid on the other hand.

It is written as,

F(h,Cvab) = (Cvabρab + (1 −Cvab)ρw)S w jv2
0e−

2h
λ (5)

with ρab the density of abrasive material and λ the average of λk

on the entire granular collection. Simulation data match with

the predictive model of the equation 5, however some distur-

bances appear. They are caused by the dynamic nature of these

approach with stabilized time range not long enough. This may

be avoided with the repetition of simulation of different equiv-

alent granular samples, which requires more computation time.

Finally, the Gaussian fits of this set of simulations allow to

quantify the reorganization of the tool-fluid due to the air break-

ing effect. As mentioned in the Sec. 2, the AWJ enlarge as it de-

celerates during its fall. The influence radius rG of the Gaussian
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the Gaussian fit influence radius according to process pa-

rameters: canon/work-piece height h and volumic ratio of abrasive particles.

These data are extracted from granular simulations and the trend lines are plot-

ted.

fit catches this geometry modification as illustrated in Fig. 8.

We have to notice that such a parameter is very sensitive to the

extracted ring pressure, which are themselves very sensitive to

the time range of averaging. Nevertheless, and despite some

“numeric accidents”, the good tendency is returned by the pure

water simulations. Indeed, the mass conservation principle cou-

pled with the equation 3 allow to write that the relative evolu-

tion of rG(h, 0) is equal to e
h

2λ − 1. This is in good agreement

with the trend line of the first part of the Fig. 8. More surpris-

ing, the increase of the volume ratio of abrasive particle tends

to focal the AWJ. The abrasive particles, heavier than the water

ones, are more difficult to deviate from their initial trajectory.

4. Conclusions & Prospects

A discrete approach of the simulation of an AWJ has been

proposed. It involves specific process parameters as the granu-

lometry and ratio of abrasive particles, the canon diameter, the

canon/work-piece high, the wear angles, the traverse speed.

Input data is a collection of sphere particles relative to the tool-

fluid and the initial velocity field. Non realistic assumptions

have to be made on the distributions. Output data are all the

state variables of the granular medium. In all cases, pressure

profile can be extracted and fit by a simple Gaussian in the ho-

mogeneous initial velocity field framework. This first distri-

bution depends only on the flow nature of the AWJ. A second

Gaussian is usually observed in AWJ footprint on several ma-

terials and might be due to a specific distribution of velocity or

abrasive particles. This difference is investigated in a work still

in progress by simulating the mixing mechanisms in the mixing

chamber. The discrete approach has allowed to define a predic-

tive model of the energetic impact distribution with regards to

the process parameters.

Future work will also focus on the work-piece final shape pre-

diction by simulating the elementary mechanism of material re-

moval. Also and since the abrasive quality modifies the wear

efficiency [28] abrasive particles could be replaced by polyhe-

dron to model more precisely the behaviour of AWJ.
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